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About This Game

The coin-op classics, R-Type & R-Type II, are together on Steam! Fight through all 14 Bydo-infested stages in retro 2D
graphics or shiny 3D graphics - and swap back and forth with the touch of a button 'on-the-fly'. The new 3D graphics are

accompanied by fully re-imagined arrangements of the timeless R-Type music tracks! The classic game-play remains untouched
while the new Infinite game mode allows continuous progression from game start to final boss... the Bydo will not evade you

this time! Both game modes can be played as single player or local multiplayer. Pull yourself together, save the earth and strike
down the Evil Bydo Empire!!

Two Complete Games!: All 8 original R-Type levels + all 6 original R-Type II levels. Classic gameplay is unchanged and just as
challenging as the original coin-op versions.

Hi-Res 3D Graphics + Fully Revamped Music!: Choose between 2D graphics with classic, retro music or shiny 3D graphics
with snazzy, reworked music and sound effects. Switch between graphic and audio modes with the press of a button during play!

New Infinite Mode!: With infinite ships you’re sure to finally conquer the Bydos! Stage select allows you to practice and play
the levels you want.

Classic Mode!: Play the classic R-Type & R-Type II just like the original version!

Co-Op Mode!: Go it alone or blast the Bydos with a buddy. Play friendly without collision, or flip it on for competitive play!

New features!
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1080p remastered.
Breeze through the bullets with your slow-motion button, or increase your speed with the fast-forward button. In Infinite mode,

you can also power-up your ship to its maximum with one button!
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Title: R-Type Dimensions EX
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tozai Games, Inc., ESQUADRA,inc.
Publisher:
Tozai Games, Inc.
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/ Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 2.00GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: With these requirements, it is recommended that the game is played on Low quality settings.

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German
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I got shot out of the ship I infiltrated.
Proceeded to remote control my ship to pick up my body flying through space.
Piloted my ship to enemy vessel.
Stealth killed the entire crew in 20 seconds and then piloted the ship to safety.
9\/10. I DIDNT EVEN GET IT WHEN I BOUGHT IT, SUPPORT PLEAS!!!!. Don't be fooled by appearances, this game is
truly interresting! Quite a step up from the previous installment with a lot more to do and story to unfold!

Many people might be skeptical about the game since it does have its share of bugs here and there...But thrust me, the
experience is worth those small cringes!

A diamond in the rough, just waiting to be even better!. This was a fun game to play, as it explored the rewind game mechanic
fully, a mechanic touched on an amount in The Talos Principle. This was a nice light experience that reminded of the first
person puzzle games that it was clearly inspired by. The story was a bit lacking, though, in my opinion. Perhaps, this is because I
have come to expect so much from such games because of Portal and the above mentioned The Talos Principle. Still, this was
pretty darn fun, and, especially at price point, I would say it's worth it for the gameplay.. +Somewhat fun beat game

-Expensive
-Lackluster Experience
-Drum simulator where beat is off a little
-Better alternatives

2\/5

There are much better VR Rhythm games out there. This one is quite lackluster in many areas especially when compared to
other VR titles of the same type. It's a bland Rockband Drummer simulator, the drums are not always Synced up with the music,
the backgrounds are quite boring, the delivery method for hitting the drums isn't as good as it could be.

I think it would be 100% better if they'd make it a "real" drumset (Or something like Into the Rythm VR), Change up the
delivery method, and allow the background\/scenery be more than just some techno-y place (maybe workshop support so people
can make their own). For example a garage, auditorium, someplace you'd actually be playing drums in addition to the
fantasy\/techno-y places.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. Very short demo but also very good :D Looking forward to the full game and hoping it lives up to the demo :)
Awsome atmosphere and ran with out a hitch on I7 6700k Skylake and gtx1080 .. EDIT: The scam goes even deeper! They have
a new game on Greenlight - please vote against it being greenlit, they just reskin the same game and sell it as new:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=885680708

Massive is a scam. Besides being a horrible knock off of Nuclear Throne, it's the same exact game as Gun Brothers... check it
out for yourself and you tell me otherwise.

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/514410\/

Hell even the sale page is identical right down to the layout of the graphics, and that pruple skull enemy thing... it's just slightly
altered on one. xD

They're developping 1 game under 2 different titles and publisher\/developer names. One game is also slightly reskinned... It
saddens me to see people getting ripped off. Selling the same reskinned game while it is still in development - twice, is seriously
an insult! Maybe even fraudulent.

Massive
Developer: Massive Game
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Publisher: Massive Game

Gun Brothers
Developer: GameDevCom
Publisher: GameDevCom

Does that not sound deceitful?

Also note that as of this review update, both Massive and Gun Brothers are still currently in early access and if Steam is going to
continue to sell both, I would only hope that the differences in both final products (as well as needed fixes) justify a $9.99 x2
price point (though by the looks of it, I highly doubt it).

NOTE: A great part of this review is copy\/paste from HERE, I only somewhat changed it to match my views.
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Simple, fun, and interesting.

It's kinda like Super Hexagon in terms of the fact that it's flashy and colorful with a deceptively simple concept.
It's also like Undyne's arrow attack from Undertale as that's basically what the gameplay itself is.

There isn't much to it, but for what it is, it's pretty good.. We purchased and downloaded and I have to agree with the Devs of
this niche engine. If you wish to build RTS then this just works, few hangups in running in initial usage, but other than that we
look forward to learning this system. Cryengine Unity Unreal Havok... etc you can build anything at a cost of time,
configuration and many other things to consider (asset pipeline, coding LUA C++, blueprint, flowgraph all that stuff if you are
familiar with the engines mentioned). We see Blender support at the current time for the models here and I think terrain
creation tools are being looked at improving, other than that.... I think this is a great tool for the community and we support
indie devs in every way!! Great job RTS Creator...

UPDATE: They gave up and deleted website so NO. I am quite a fan of this game, even though I generally avoid FPS games. I
think the art style is quite distinctive and the cell shading really did stand out from other games when this was first released. I
like that it does not take itself too seriously and the developers have a good sense of humour; it nice to play a tongue in cheek
game, with some over the top characters and a good deal of shooting everything in sight.
It is easy to get a little bogged down with the stats on the weapons and can take a bit of time to work out which gun is better, the
plus is that it is very easy to find something which fits your play style. The flexibility there and with the different classes is a big
bonus!. The right mix between spine chilling mindfack and 4d chess. The first playthrough tells you something about your
personality, which is pretty neat. (I am sly btw.). I believe that an idea is much more important that how the idea is expressed.
As a conseqence, I am almost always willing to overlook bad gameplay provided a game has substance. Contine?9876543210 is
the exception to this.

Ostensibly the game is a contemplation of death, but the gameplay is so awful that it ruins anyting that the game is trying to
communicate. Specifically:
-The instructions provided are totally inadequate.
-The controls are unredeemably bad.
-Most sections of the game have arbitrary time limits. These appear to be included solely out of spite that the developer has for
you.
-A substantial portion of the game is composed of unskippable cutscenes.

It seems like the total length of the cutscenes for the total game is probably less than 20 minutes, but thanks to the awful controls
you will have to replay most of them for hours before you win. Given this situation, it is probably only a matter of time before
some masochist posts them online. Since the main point of the game is for you to contemplate the cutscenes, if that happens you
will essentially get the substance of the 'game' for nothing.

Finally, do not be fooled by the trailers, they do not accurately represent the game. If you are truly interested in buying it, wait
until some gameplay videos are posted online before you make your decision.

The only positve aspect of the game was the music.. If you are looking for a fun NASCAR style racing experience the game is
great and has a really good career mode. This would be a great game to play solo or with friends.

1 con: Multiplayer seems pretty dead but there does seem to be some community organized events and such if you are interested
in that type of thing.. The trading cards is the only thing thats worth getting the game. Okay so the gameplay is simple yet fun
and the game itself holds no microtransactions (that I have found). Nothing really wrong there.

But the save system appears to be almost completely broken. Basically the only thing that saves is unlocked maps and target
progress on a bar to making the next shark in line available to purchase with in-game currency. Any items and sharks you've
purchased and equipped get reset along with your stats and high scores. I mean it's not so bad as you can re-purchase most if not
all the sharks you did earn using the default 1500 gold that also resets upon game exit, but that's still pretty bad. On top of that,
the game is seriously overpriced. Frankly, it's $50 for a game that would be worth maybe around $15 at most.
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I will edit my review and change it to positive if the devs fix the save system if the resetting save is in fact a bug and maybe
lower the price without seriously breaking anything else in the game, but this is a bad release right now. Even Shantae Half-
Genie Hero Ultimate Edition had a better release than this.. Simple yet brilliant.
Mostly match-3 with a little bit of hidden object. Many hours of fun.

Score 9\/10
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